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A
lthough some 

drivers still 

remain price-

sensitive 

when approaching the 

cash register, pour-in 

engine oil additives and 

fuel-enhancement prod-

ucts for both gasoline 

and diesel continue to 

formulate greater accep-

tance among motorists 

the worldwide.  

Global fuel additives 

posted revenues of 

$4.1 billion in 2014, 

and a recent study 

from Frost & Sullivan is 

forecasting that sales 

will top $4.5 billion by 

2017. A report by Grand 

View Research is equally 

optimistic as it points to 

an annual growth rate 

of 46 percent through 

2020, culminating in an 

$8.5 billion international 

marketplace.
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And according to a worldwide Frost & 

Sullivan analysis of lubricant additives, this 

market is expecting 2020 revenues to reach 

$16.2 billion; sales in 2013 amounted to 

$11.7 billion. Much available research into 

automotive chemical additives includes the 

aviation, marine and industrial segments.

“While more expensive and safer lubri-

cant additives boost revenue growth in North 

America and Western Europe, Asia-Pacific mar-

kets will see high-volume growth of conven-

tional additives,” says F&S principal consultant 

Raghu Tantry.

The growing demand for engine oil additives, 

which account for the overall lubricant additive 

category’s largest market share at 66 percent, 

is attributed mainly to an increasing vehicle 

population and more miles being driven.

“However, this growth will be tempered by the 

introduction of lubricants with extended drain 

intervals, since OEMs continuously seek lubri-

cant solutions that decrease maintenance costs 

and the frequency of servicing,” he notes.

“Further, the complex, technical nature of 

additives requires highly sophisticated, 

expensive testing and evaluation methods 

achievable only by investing in a well-

equipped R&D facility and qualified scientists. 

This restricts the global market to a few 

integrated companies,” says Tantry.

To address these challenges, additive ven-

dors must create account managers in the base 

country, as well as in key global locations, to 

meet the needs of each major customer.

“This will be especially important in the near-

future, considering the anticipated rise in the 

number of operational industrial machinery and 

driven vehicles,” he continues. “Participants 

must upgrade their marketing and sales sup-

port systems to remain one step ahead in the 

intensely competitive market.”

Stringent regulations aimed at reducing car-

bon footprints, toxic emissions and effluents 

-- particularly in North America and Western 

Europe – are also propelling demand for lubri-

cant additives that are free of metals, halogens 

and phosphorous. Other growth factors on the 

two continents are linked to technological

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

The lubricant additives market is 
expected to reach revenues of 
$16.2 billion in 2020.
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OE-MATCHING & READY-TO-INSTALL
No Programming Required

When your OE TPMS sensors fail, there’s only one replacement brand you need to know: Standard®.

ID-cloned, Standard® is the perfect TPMS solution for you and your customers.
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“A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF FRIENDLY OPENNESS WITH THE 
PATRONS IS A DESIRABLE COMPANY CULTURE TRAIT.”
—GREG BYLER 1 7

MONTHS

0 2
WEEKSCOUNTDOWN 

TO AMC 2017

BY JAMES E. GUYETTE | News Correspondent

W
hether you are a manufacturer, distribu-

tor, retailer or repairer, your aftermarket 

business can benefit by analyzing your 

company’s culture. Does your workforce aim to go 

the extra mile or to cut corners? Or does it fall some-

where in between?

From the top down to the bottom up, your opportu-

nities for success are greatly enhanced by cultivating 

a customer-centric company culture while developing 

standardized operational efficiencies.

“I’m a big believer in company culture,” says Greg 

Byler, CEO of Pit Stop Consulting, highlighting the 

value of obtaining professional hands-on training for 

everyone at your facility – including ownership, man-

agers, support staff, sales and counter personnel, and 

the production crews out on the shop or factory floor.

“At the end of the day it’s going to save you money 

and make you money,” according to Byler. “It’s more 

than a good deal. It’s required. You have to keep 

yourself prepared.”

Utilizing an onsite assessment and engaging a train-

ing team to specifically instruct your entire staff is the 

most effective method.

“Make sure it’s hands-on,” he urges. “There’s noth-

ing wrong with web-based information, but to train 

someone on sales and production it just doesn’t work 

to do it online. You need to walk them through it. We 

guarantee results by going toe-to-toe with your peo-

ple” to ensure the proper procedures are implemented 

and adhered to on a routine basis.

These all-encompassing aspects are especially 

important in this era of Internet-posted customer 

reviews that potential patrons peruse prior to ever step-

ping foot in, or just driving by, your place of business.

“I’ve found over the years that giving people the 

‘wow factor’ is a good thing because people can go 

online and find out if they like you or not before they 

even visit your shop,” says Byler, who established his 

consultancy in 1999.

Quickly and effectively addressing customer service 

issues is a particularly key factor amid the immediacy 

of no-holds-barred cyber commentary.

“If there are enough negative comments about your 

shop people are going ...CONTINUE READING  ◽

Engaging onsite training aids in  
ESTABLISHING A SOLID CULTURE

[ WATCH AND LEARN ]

Charlie Covert of UPS 
discusses supply chain 
technologies.

Servicing spark plugs: 
Who’s doing it wrong?

ASE GUIDES
QUESTION 

OF THE MONTH

A physical inventory means:

A. stock that is heavy to lift

B. counting all the store’s inventory

C. the value of the store’s stock in the bookkeeper’s records 

D. the value of service work in the store’s shop

Click here to see the answer.
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International  markets

VENDORS
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BY JAMES E. GUYETTE

News Correspondent

T
he 11th edition of 

Automechanika Shanghai – 

Asia’s largest trade show for 

automotive parts, accessories, 

equipment and services – has again shat-

tered attendance records among exhibi-

tors and visitors.  

More than 100,000 industry profession-

als, up from the 89,000-plus who attended 

2014’s event, were walking the miles of 

aisles at the show’s new and enlarged 

venue, the National Exhibition and 

Convention Center in Puxi, Shanghai.

Covering 3 million square feet spread 

throughout 11 halls at the largest single 

block building and exhibition complex in 

the world, it offered a 27 percent increase 

in available space over the previously uti-

lized Shanghai International Expo Centre.

Nearly 5,400 exhibitors from 39 nations 

and regions marked a 10 percent increase 

in vendor participation; some 4,700 of the 

booths were staffed by firms from outside 

China’s borders, amounting to a 16 percent 

overseas growth rate, according to spokes-

woman Erika Kirsch of show organizer 

Messe Frankfurt (Shanghai), working in con-

junction with the China National Automotive 

Industry International Corp. (CNAICO).

“The partnership our two entities have 

enjoyed has proven to be fruitful for the 

industry and the widening emerging mar-

ket,” says general manager Han Xiaojun 

at CNAICO, an integrated government-

owned enterprise specializing in promot-

ing international trade relations. “The effort 

included attracting more domestic and 

overseas leading brands and pavilions to 

demonstrate the variety of the latest tech-

nology, product and service.”

Initially presented in 2004, 

“Automechanika Shanghai has built its 

reputation as the acclaimed ‘must-attend’ 

industry event for information exchange, 

marketing, trading and education 

serving the scope of the automo-

tive industry,” says Jason Cao, 

chairman of the Messe Frankfurt 

(Shanghai) board of management.

“The influence of Automechanika 

Shanghai continues to expand annu-

ally with many newcomers coming 

from all over the world to participate 

and countless repeat exhibitors 

opting to increase the size of their 

booths,” according to the show’s 

organizers, who note that the event 

“is considered a global professional 

platform known worldwide in the 

industry for information exchange, 

social networking, education and training as 

well as business development.”   

*OUFSOBUJPOBM�GMBJS

Five new countries – Ecuador, Finland, 

Israel, Liechtenstein and Morocco – made 

their Automechanika Shanghai debut by 

sending exhibitors to showcase their 

respective industry offerings. There were 

18 large-scale overseas pavilions at the 

December 2015 show, including two new 

entries from Israel and Russia. Returning 

pavilions represented firms from France, 

Germany, Hong Kong, India, Italy,

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

What will be the impact on 

the aftermarket industry of the 

proposed merger between Dow 

and DuPont? 

What did Cruickshank  say? Continue 

reading online.  

Q
A

Read full interview

Vendor Newsmaker

Q&A
BRIAN CRUICKSHANK

Director 

University of the Aftermarket 

Nearly 5,400 exhibitors from 

39 nations marked a 10 percent 

increase in vendor participation.
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Customers

DEALERSHIPS

 More articles by BRIAN ALBRIGHT          RELATED articles
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BY BRIAN ALBRIGHT
Correspondent

C
ustomer satisfaction with dealership 

service departments remains high 

in the U.S. and Canada, despite a 

record number of recalls, accord-

ing to data from the J.D. Power 2015 U.S. and 

Canadian Customer Service Index studies.  

Overall customer satisfaction with dealership 

service in Canada is at 731 on a 1,000-point 

scale, while aftermarket shops in that coun-

try scored 749. Satisfaction with dealers in the 

U.S. is at 800 (a slight dip from 2014, when the 

score reached 804). In the U.S., overall satisfac-

tion with dealer service averages 852 for luxury 

brands, and 792 for mass-market brands.

In the U.S., the CSI among customers with 

recall-related repairs improved from 777 in 

2014 to 789 in 2015, reducing the satisfaction 

gap between recall and non-recall customers. 

The percentage of service visits related to 

recalls reached 16 percent in 2015, the highest 

it’s been in recent history.

“Even though recalls can create a large influx 

of customers into the service department and 

really strain capacity, automakers are better 

prepared to handle recalls than they were a few 

years ago,” says Chris Sutton, vice president, 

Are dealerships adjusting to 

new consumer expectations 

about shopping for and ordering 

vehicles online? 

What did Menon say? Continue 

reading online.  

Q
A

Read full interview

Dealer Newsmaker

Q&A
SREE MENON
General Manager 
eBay Motors 

Created by parts people for parts people, the Innova Fleet Services 

OBDII dongle gives auto parts stores a huge sales advantage. 

After a simple setup, both the fleet customer and the parts store are 

alerted of required maintenance through telematics, such as when 

the check engine light is illuminated or when vehicle service is due. 

Each alert gives the store a unique opportunity to proactively reach 

out to the customer and capture the parts sale.

Unique to the aftermarket, the new Innova Fleet 

Services OBDII dongle includes all the features found 

on a traditional system and is more affordably priced. 

Easy to use, it will help your customers manage their fleets 

and provide them with a fast return on their investment. 

More sales for you. More savings for your customers. 

A win-win from Innova Fleet Services.

For more information on how we can help your business grow, please call 714-424-6768 or visit us at www.fleet.innova.com

follow up with your customers while they follow their fleets

Product Features

Fleet Management 
 Sales Start Here
Fleet Management 
 Sales Start Here

ONLY FROM INNOVA

NEW

+
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U.S. automotive retail practice at J.D. 

Power. “Manufacturers have shown that 

it is possible to turn a potential negative 

into a positive when it comes to recalls if 

they’re done in a way that doesn’t incon-

venience the customer.” 

The Canadian study measures the ser-

vice experience, satisfaction and intend-

ed loyalty among owners of vehicles that 

are 4 to 12 years old, and analyzes the 

customer experience from both warranty 

and non-warranty service occasions. 

Overall satisfaction is based on the com-

bined index scores of five factors that 

comprise the overall service experience 

(in order of importance): service initiation 

(24 percent); service quality (23 percent); 

service advisor (20 percent); service 

facility (17 percent); and vehicle pick-up 

(16 percent). Scores for each factor are 

reflected in an index based on a 1,000-

point scale. 

The U.S. 2015 Customer Service Index 

(CSI) Study focuses on owners of 1 to 

5-year-old vehicles that received service 

at franchised dealer facilities.

The Canadian study showed that the 

satisfaction gap between dealer and after-

market service continues to shrink. “We’ve 

seen that gap closing, and that’s true in 

terms of market share as well,” says J.D. 

Ney, manager of the Canadian automo-

tive practice at J.D. Power. “It wasn’t that 

long ago that aftermarket players had 60 

percent market share. Now that number is 

much closer to a 50/50 split.”   

6OEFSVTFE�POMJOF�TDIFEVMJOH

According to the data from the U.S., 

express service lanes were a wise invest-

ment for dealers, but online scheduling 

capabilities remain a bit of a non-starter. 

Dealers with express service lanes for 

walk-in customers outperform dealers 

without that option (819 to 764) in the 

satisfaction score. More customers that 

took their vehicles to a dealer with an 

express lane (52 percent) indicated they 

spoke to a service advisor immediately 

compared to 38 percent at non-express 

lane dealers.

Only 9 percent of customers in the U.S. 

schedule appointments over the Internet, 

compared to 73 percent via phone. Nearly 

half of owners said they were unaware of 

online scheduling being available. 

(PPE�TFSWJDF�QBZT�PGG�GPS�

$BOBEJBO�EFBMFST

Nearly all Canadian vehicle owners (93 

percent) with the highest satisfaction rat-

ing (10 out of 10) said they would defi-

nitely return to the service facility for paid 

repairs, compared to 61 percent among 

those who rated their service visit at an 8 

or less on the 10-point scale.

According to J.D. Power, only 15 percent 

of all service occasions resulted in a score 

of 10 on the satisfaction scale, while 67 

percent ranked at 8 or below among the 40 

percent of customers who said they would 

definitely return to that repair shop.

The top three performance measures 

in the Canadian study with an impact 

on satisfaction scores were: being com-

pletely focused on the customer’s needs 

(+63 points); providing an appointment 

on the day desired (+56); and providing 

helpful advice (+53). 

“There has been a shift,” Ney says. “The 

value of quality work is still important, but 

so too is being able to get the vehicle in for 

service, speaking to an advisor, and having 

convenient times available for service. 

Potential areas of improvement include 

having the customer speak to a service 

advisor immediately, keeping customers 

informed on the status of their vehicle, 

and contacting customers after the ser-

vice occasion. These processes were 

completed less than 80 percent of the 

time according to vehicle owners.

Nearly half (46 percent) of Canadian 

vehicle owners exclusively selected an

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

When it comes to recalls, it’s possible for dealers 

to turn a potential negative into a positive.

C u s t o m e r s 

DEALERSHIPS

EXPERT  

TO EXPERT

Further information:
www.repxpert.us

With its new online portal, REPXPERT 2.0, Schaeffler 
Automotive Aftermarket introduces a new standard in 
training and technical information for the auto care industry.  

Whether it’s product updates, technical training, or 
installation guides – with just a few clicks automotive 
professionals can quickly and conveniently find everything 
that they need to do the job right the first time. Every time. 

Everything you need when working with LuK clutch kits, 
including the Ford Dry Double Clutch.
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 More articles by BRIAN ALBRIGHT          RELATED articles

TRENDS & MARKET Analysis

4FMMJOH�UFMFNBUJDT
Service centers, resellers need new approach for telematics to succeed

BY BRIAN ALBRIGHT

Correspondent

I
f the aftermarket hopes to success-

fully compete with OEM-based tele-

matics solutions, they will need to up 

their sales game, says the CEO of 

Voyomotive.  

The company is developing proprietary 

hardware, software and cloud services so 

that consumers can easily connect their 

vehicles. Voyomotive’s solution combines 

an OBD-II port device and smartphone 

apps that allow drivers to monitor fuel 

use, fault codes, event alerts, and location 

tracking, and also provides remote start, 

lock/unlock, and immobilization functions. 

The company completed a successful 

Kickstarter campaign to fund its next round 

of prototyping and testing in November.

According to the company, by directly 

sharing vehicle diagnostic information 

with mechanics, it can increase 

“efficiency for vehicle owners and 

productivity for service centers.”

Voyomotive is already making its mark 

in aftermarket circles. In November, the 

Auto Care Association and Equipment 

and Tool Institute (ETI) announced that 

the company was selected as the 2015 

Aftermarket Telematics Challenge winner 

at AAPEX. The company also received the 

2015 SEMA Launch Pad Award, SEMA 

Global Media Award, and was a runner up 

for Best New Packaging Design at SEMA.

“What we’ve learned from interacting 

with the industry at SEMA and AAPEX and 

the Connected Car Expo, is that there is 

a lot of interest from potential resellers for 

having this technology for sale,” says CEO 

and co-founder Peter Yorke. “A company 

providing aftermarket alarm or stereo sys-

tems would like to have this product. We 

are begging to set up our wholesale distri-

bution network in advance of the product 

launch with Bluetooth in 2016.”

Unlike tools that report generic codes, 

Yorke says that Voyomotive 

offers more comprehensive 

communication with the controllers 

in the vehicle as well as the ability to 

read proprietary manufacturer codes 

as well as generic ones. 

“That’s something you typically 

have to go to a service center for 

today,” Yorke says. “We give you 

the DTC codes, and an explanation 

of what it means and the nature of 

the problem. That empowers the 

consumer. It’s not always a defini-

tive diagnosis, but it’s an important 

piece of information to have in terms 

of who you are going to contact and 

the service costs involved.”

Currently, Voyomotive customers have 

the option of e-mailing DTC codes and 

metadata about the car to the shop of their 

choice. “Eventually this will be worked into 

some type of integrated garage customer 

relationship management (CRM) system 

that can do automatic schedul-

ing, or be published into something like 

Google AdWords so shops can bid to 

repair the car,” Yorke says. 

“Service centers want to use this for 

customer retention and be first on the list 

within the app,” he adds. “We’re having

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

What are the challenges in 

securing a connected vehicle 

compared to a traditional device, 

such as a server? 

What did Taiber say? Continue 

reading online.  

Q
A

Read full interview

Technology Newsmaker

Q&A
JOACHIM TAIBER 

CTO, International Transportation 

Innovation Center 

The emerging markets

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Telematics solutions must offer more than 

diagnostics to gain traction in the market.
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4&."�T�FEVDBUJPOBM�QSPHSBNT�
TUFFS�TUBGGFST�UP�SFXBSEJOH�DBSFFST
BY JAMES E. GUYETTE

News Correspondent

O
ffering industry instruction has long 

been an important service provided 

by the Specialty Equipment Market 

Association (SEMA).  

Responding to questions posed by 

Aftermarket Business World, SEMA’s educa-

tion director, Zane Clark, recently discussed 

the organization’s training opportunities:

Q: How well did the Education Days Program 

go at the 2015 SEMA Show? How was 

attendance, and what was the reaction of the 

attendees?

A: The Education Program at the 2015 SEMA 

Show was well received, with participation 

up 40 percent over the previous year. Each 

year, dozens of seminars are held at the SEMA 

Show to provide the industry with a conve-

nient, easy and affordable way to learn new 

skills and business strategies. We’re pleased to 

see more showgoers taking the time to attend 

the seminars, as they feature hot topics and 

subject-matter experts to help professionals 

succeed and advance their careers. In addition 

to general industry topics, we collaborate with 

experts in key segments – such as the Society 

of Collision Repair Specialists (SCRS), Tire 

Industry Association (TIA) and I-CAR. With few 

exceptions, the education sessions are offered 

free of charge as an added benefit to those 

attending the SEMA Show. 

Q: Do most business owners these days fully 

understand the value of providing their workers 

with professional training enhancements?

A: The answer rests somewhere in the mid-

dle. In as much as they recognize the value, it 

can be a difficult decision to approve the bud-

get and time-off for employees to participate 

in professional development – especially for 

the small businesses that largely comprise the 

SEMA audience. That’s the underlying reason 

behind the Education Program at the SEMA 

Show. As the premier gathering place for the 

industry, businesses are already attending the 

SEMA Show to see new products and discover 

new trends. Attendees are already invest-

ing in the travel and taking the time to attend 

the SEMA Show, so it’s easy, convenient and 

affordable for them to participate in a seminar 

during the event. In fact, what many showgo-

ers are doing is staying at the SEMA Show for 

more days and being more strategic with the 

time that they have at the Show.  

Q: What does the 101 Course entail?

A: SEMA 101 consists of five learning mod-

ules, 15 minutes each, detailing the history of 

SEMA and the specialty equipment market. At 

the end of each mod-

ule, there is a short quiz. 

Once a user completes 

the entire program, 

he/she earns a certifi-

cate of completion. It is 

great resource that we 

used internally for new 

employees to give them a 

solid base and sense for

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

ZANE CLARK
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 More articles by STEPHEN BARLAS    RELATED articles    AUTHOR bio

Highway bill tasks NHTSA 
WITH NEW AUTO REGULATIONS

T
he Highway funding bill the Congress passed 

in early December contains a number of 

amendments affecting vehicle safety, some 

of them with aftermarket implications. The bill (H.R. 

22) is nearly 1,300 pages, but only 40 of those deal 

with National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

(NHTSA) programs. 

But provisions focusing on recalls, rental car safety, 

whistleblowing, tire registration and other aspects may 

well affect retailers, service stations, distributors, parts 

suppliers and others in the supply chain. Of course, 

many of the provisions affect OEM manufacturers, too.

The first thing to note is what is not in the bill. A 

draft bill that had circulated in the House Energy & 

Commerce Committee had included language that 

would have made it “unlawful for any person to access, 

without authorization, an electronic control unit (ECU) 

or critical system of a motor vehicle, or other system 

containing driving data for such motor vehicle, either 

wirelessly or through a wired connection.” The Auto 

Care Association had raised objections to that lan-

guage. It was not included in the highway bill. 

Otherwise, the bill’s NHTSA amendments include a 

number of provisions that originated as separate bills, 

some of which have been mentioned before in this col-

umn. Tires receive a lot of attention. Probably the most 

significant provision is one the Tire Industry Association, 

the retailers group, has opposed. The bill attempts to 

remedy a barrier to tire recalls by requiring independent 

distributors not owned by a tire manufacturer to record 

the name and address of all buyers of tires, information 

about the tire purchased and anything else the NHTSA 

decides is relevant. Then the tire dealer has to transmit 

that information electronically and securely to the tire 

manufacturer or a third-party designated by the manu-

facturer. The tire dealer cannot add this information 

transmission cost to the cost of the tires. 

The Tire Industry Association wanted Congress to 

require tire manufacturers to attach radio frequency 

identification (RFID) tags or some other electronic ID 

technology to tires so the recall process could be auto-

mated, a reform also supported by some safety groups. 

Roy Littlefield, executive vice president of the TIA, is 

counting on a study on electronic identification of tires 

required by the highway bill to serve as future leverage 

on Congress to undo the dealer notification provision. 

The highway bill does not specify a deadline 

for NHTSA to publish that notification rule. 

So Littlefield said he is hopeful the rule 

won’t take effect any time soon. 

The other two tire provisions are 

directed at manufacturers. One 

requires NHTSA to publish a rule 

within two years that makes it 

impossible for tire monitoring sys-

tems installed in new vehicles to 

be overridden, reset or recalibrat-

ed. A second tire provision empow-

ers the DOT in conjunction with the 

Environmental Protection Agency and 

Department of Energy to set minimum 

performance standards for tire fuel 

efficiency. These will be paired with 

standards for wet trac-

tion to ensure that pas-

senger tire wet trac-

tion capability is not 

reduced ...CONTINUE READING  ◽

The bill requires NHTSA to 

improve its collection of data 

on vehicle safety problems.

STEPHEN BARLAS
Washington 

Correspondent

S t e p h e n  B a r l a s

WASHINGTON INSIDER
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 More articles by  JOHN SHOEMAKER      RELATED articles      AUTHOR bio

E
arly on in my career as a collision center 

manager I remember working with my local 

dealers to get discounts on parts, have them 

delivered when I needed them and use their expertise 

to ensure I received the correct part for the model 

vehicle I was repairing. 

I have to tell you things have changed; now there are 

many options available to shops, some by choice and 

some not so much. OEConnection® can get shops 

parts through CollisionLink® using their connections 

with new car dealers. As advertised, they automate 

the process with a seamless integration with most 

estimating systems. This sys-

tem is very effective in procur-

ing parts and has proven to be 

virtually error free.

More recently Partstrader® 

arrived on the parts scene 

with their, “your suppliers-your 

parts-your choice” theme. 

Some might question the “your 

choice” statement because 

State Farm specified that 

Partstrader was their system of 

choice for parts procurement. This system is designed 

to provide shops a “real-time” competitive market-

place allowing purchasers to select from a variety of 

parts suppliers.

As reconditioning parts vendors’ percentage of parts 

sales grew, OEMs took notice and began imposing 

core charges on headlamps and plastic bumpers as 

well as a variety of other highly competitive parts. 

Their hopes were that it would keep the parts out of 

re-manufacturers’ hands and would reduce their sup-

ply. Some enterprising re-manufacturers began pay-

ing a small amount over the core charge to get the 

parts. This tactic also saved parts departments the 

hassle of processing the core for return, OEMs coun-

tered by making the core return policy easier. 

Then along comes MyPriceLink, General Motors’ 

foray into a unique part-pricing system aimed at reduc-

ing the benefit of purchasing aftermarket parts. This 

“Bump The Competition” program provides conquest 

pricing against actual aftermarket pricing. The good 

thing about this program is a shop will not notice much 

operational change. GM’s claim is they will be offering 

real time pricing on collision parts via updates to the 

estimating platforms.

I am all for automated parts ordering. While parts peo-

ple have some unique personalities and the phone calls 

are sometimes enlightening, often the interaction has 

little to do with ordering parts. So some of these chang-

es are moving in the right direction, by guiding shops to 

use parts-ordering systems to simplify parts procure-

ment. With MyPriceLink working through CollisionLink, 

it has augmented that system and not created a new 

parts-ordering platform. I have seen more and more 

shops use Partstrader to order all of their parts. This 

is interesting because the pro-

gram’s introduction was met 

with some negativity.

As all of these different parts-

procurement platforms take 

hold I still believe it is important 

to maintain relationships with 

parts providers. Regardless of 

what platform you use, parts 

are coming from someone and 

I encourage that person to be 

someone in your market. Using

...CONTINUE READING ◽

Shops need good relations 
WITH THEIR PARTS PROVIDERS

 J o h n  S h o e m a k e r

SHOP INSIGHT

Using a familiar parts 

provider will help you 

when you have concerns.

Stephen Barlas

Highway bill tasks NHTSA 

with new auto regulations

AASA/OAC

Motor vehicle world markets 

continue to grow

Brad Mewes

Aftermarket consolidation 

will continue

COLUMNISTS

JOHN SHOEMAKER
Business Development Manager 

BASF North America
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 More articles by BRAD MEWES    RELATED articles    AUTHOR bio

Aftermarket consolidation 
LIKELY TO CONTINUE

T
he industry is consolidating. That statement 

probably comes as little surprise. The entire 

automotive aftermarket is consolidating. New 

car dealers, tire vendors, parts distributors, paint dis-

tributors, software providers and collision repair shops 

are all consolidating. But were you aware that indus-

tries tend to follow a predictable path of consolidation, 

referred to as the consolidation curve? 

Big companies are acquiring smaller companies using 

affordable capital to grow. This growth creates econo-

mies of scale. And economies of scale allow larger 

companies to provide goods and services relatively 

more efficiently and at a lower marginal cost than their 

smaller competitors.

Consolidation will continue because it is a virtuous 

cycle where success attracts additional investment 

that generates further business advantage. A growing 

consolidator will continue to acquire for two main rea-

sons. First, each acquisition presents an opportunity to 

further build economies of scale to propel further com-

petitive advantage. Second, disciplined acquisitions 

increase the value of a business in excess of the cost of 

the acquisition. This is generally referred to as accretive 

acquisitions or multiple arbitrage in the financial world.

8IBU�BSF�UIF�TUBHFT�PG�DPOTPMJEBUJPO 

There are three stages of consolidation. Well actually 

four, but the last stage represents stability rather than 

consolidation. The stages are:

Stage 1: Fragmentation

Stage 2: Acquisitions

Stage 3: Expansion

Stage 4: Maturity

4UBHF����'SBHNFOUBUJPO

Industries begin in a highly fragmented stage. Depending 

on industry dynamics some industries move very rapidly 

through this stage. In the collision industry, this stage 

has lasted for decades, but is rapidly changing due to 

internal and external forces that I discussed previously.

Leading companies in the initial stages of industry 

fragmentation focus on building a footprint. They are 

focused on establishing a “first mover advantage” in 

size and brand. These companies begin to develop 

an acquisition based growth strategy. They focus on 

building revenues over profit growth. Growth comes 

in fits and starts. Acquisitions are often “one off” in 

nature and tend to be opportunistic. Companies are 

still perfecting their acquisition and growth strategies. 

Sometimes there are spectacular failures. At this stage 

acquisitions are focused on enhancing revenues and 

expanding footprints.

4UBHF����"DRVJTJUJPOT

This stage is about rapidly building scale. Consolidation 

takes place rapidly in this stage. Major players begin 

to emerge from the chaos of 

a highly fragmented industry. 

Consolidated business models 

have been validated and lead-

ers are able to attract capital. 

The major players begin to form 

empires, buying up competi-

tors. The pace and frequency 

of acquisitions increase sig-

nificantly. At this stage the 

leading companies develop 

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

The three main stages of 

consolidation are fragmentation, 

acquisitions and expansion.

B r a d  M e w e s

STRICTLY BUSINESS

BRAD MEWES
Managing Partner, Supplement
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 More articles by BEN BRUCATO    RELATED articles    AUTHOR bio

A u t o m o t i v e  A f t e r m a r k e t  S u p p l i e r s  A s s o c i a t i o n

O v e r s e a s  A u t o m o t i v e  C o u n c i l

             INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES

 

Motor vehicle world markets 
CONTINUE TO GROW

P
opulations of passenger cars and heavy-duty 

vehicles continue to grow worldwide. In the 

2016 World Motor Vehicle Market Report, the 

Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA) 

and the AASA Overseas Automotive Council identified 

the global “hot markets.” 

In tracking the 10-year global regional growth from 

2004-2014 of passenger vehicles in operation (VIO), the 

Asia region took the top spot with growth of 9 percent 

from 2004 to 2014, according to the report. The Middle 

East region was second with growth of 7.2 percent, 

while Africa and Central/South America regions had a 

near tie with 5.9 percent and 5.7 percent respectively. 

Asia also led passenger car production over the same 

decade, with 7.9 percent of the market. North America 

was a close second at 7.7 percent and Central Eastern 

Europe took the third spot at 6.4 percent.

In heavy-duty (HD) vehicle VIO, North America was 

the top region with 48 percent of the world’s HD VIO. 

Asia was second with 22 percent, followed by Europe 

with 9 percent, Central Eastern Europe with 7 percent 

and Central & South America with 6 percent.

The AASA OAC World Vehicle Market Report group 

includes the following countries in the regional data:

t� "GSJDB��"MHFSJB�"OHPMB�$BNFSPPO�&HZQU�&UIJPQJB�

Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, 

Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria, Reunion, South 

Africa, Sudan, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, Democratic 

Republic of the Congo and Zambia.

t� /PSUI�"NFSJDBO��$BOBEB�.FYJDP�BOE�UIF�6�4�

t� $FOUSBM���4PVUI�"NFSJDB��"SHFOUJOB�#PMJWJB�

#SB[JM�$IJMF�$PMPNCJB�&DVBEPS�&M�4BMWBEPS�

Guatemala, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, 

Trinidad & Tobago, Uruguay and Venezuela.

t� "TJB��#VSNB�	.ZBONBS
�$IJOB�)POH�,POH�*OEJB�

Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, 

Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Uzbekistan and Vietnam.

t� &VSPQF��"VTUSJB�#FMHJVN�%FONBSL�'JOMBOE�

'SBODF�(FSNBOZ�(SFFDF�*SFMBOE�*UBMZ�-VYFNCPVSH�

Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland and United Kingdom.

t� $FOUSBM�&BTUFSO�&VSPQF��$[FDI�3FQVCMJD�

)VOHBSZ�1PMBOE�4MPWBLJB�4MPWFOJB�#FMBSVT�#PTOJB�

��)FS[FHPWJOB�#VMHBSJB�$SPBUJB�&TUPOJB�-BUWJB�

Lithuania, Macedonia, Russia, Ukraine, Romania, 

Serbia & Montenegro, Cyprus and Turkey.

t� .JEEMF�&BTU��*SBO�*SBR�*TSBFM�+PSEBO�,VXBJU�

Lebanon, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Syria.

t� 0DFBOJB��"VTUSBMJB�BOE�/FX�;FBMBOE�

Now in its 80th edition, the 

World Motor Vehicle Market 

Report is one of the industry’s 

oldest and most respected 

global statistical analyses. Its 

information is presented in 

easy-to-scan charts and graphs 

along with insightful analysis. 

Data includes passenger car 

VIO, production and vehicle 

parc density. The report also

...CONTINUE READING  ◽

Asia led passenger car production 

from 2004 to 2014 with 7.9 

percent of the market.

BEN BRUCATO
Executive Director  AASA OAC
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always take their tech’s 
recommendation for buying a 
specific brand of shock & strut

RESELLER PRODUCT STUDY

68% of resellers report they make none 
of their battery charger sales online.

Battery Chargers

43%
Increased

51%
Held Steady

6%
Decreased

44%
To Increase

50%
To Hold Steady

6%
To Decrease

58% report the majority of their battery charger 
inventory is national brand products.

Needs of professional customers

Quality 57%

Price 25%

Availability 8%

Needs of DIY customers

Price 65%

Availability 8%

Quality 14%

71%
turn to

INDUSTRY 
PUBLICATIONS 

to get news and information 
on battery charger trends 

and developments

2015 battery charger sales

Expected 2016 gross margins

Expected 2016 
battery charger turns

1-2 57%

3-4 17%

5-6 15%

7-8 9%

2016 battery charger 
sales expectations

To increase 1-10% 31%

To increase 11-20% 12%

To hold steady 51%

To decrease  4%

hen it comes to the do-it-
yourself automotive after-
market, price sells prod-

uct far better than anything else, 
according to results of the latest 
Aftermarket Business World Reseller 
Product Study.

Some 56 percent of resellers 
responding to the study said price 
was the most important need of their 
DIY customers. When asked the most 
important need of their professional cus-
tomers, 43 percent of the same group of 
resellers said quality topped the list.

Among professional customers, price 
came in second at 21 percent, followed 
closely by availability at 19 percent, 
while OEM form fit and function was in 
fourth place at 9 percent.

Among DIY customers, availability was 
the second most pressing need at 15 
percent, and quality was in third place 
with 13 percent, resellers surveyed said.

More than half (53 percent) of respon-
dents said their product sales increased 
in 2015 compared to 2014, while 42 per-
cent said their sales were the same. 

Resellers surveyed were optimistic 
in their outlook at 2016 as 58 percent 
said they expect their product sales to 
increase, while 40 percent said sales 
would be the same. Of the 58 percent 
who expect an increase in sales, 25 

percent said the increase would be 1 
percent to 5 percent and 16 percent 
said the increase would be 6 percent to 
10 percent.

While 58 percent of resellers said they 
expect to sell more products in 2016, 
only 50 percent of the same respon-
dents said they expect their gross mar-
gins to improve in 2016. Some 47 per-
cent said their gross margins will stay 
the same in 2016.

More than half of resellers respond-
ing (54 percent) said the majority of their 
inventory is national brand products, 
while 49 percent said their inventory is 
evenly split between national brand and 
private label products.

Methodology: The Reseller Product 
Study was fielded to readers of 
Aftermarket Business World via email. 
Survey results are intended to show 
general market trends, not statistical 
certainties. ◽
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14 Battery Chargers 15 Auxiliary Lighting 16 Brakes

BY BRUCE ADAMS | Managing Editor

PRICE IS MOST IMPORTANT SELLING 
POINT IN DIY MARKET, RESELLERS SAY
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always take their tech’s 
recommendation for buying a 
specific brand of shock & strut

RESELLER PRODUCT STUDY

70% of resellers report that they make 

no auxiliary lighting sales online.

Auxiliary Lighting

51%
Increased

41%
Held Steady

8%
Decreased

52%
To Increase

46%
To Hold Steady

2%
To Decrease

53% report that the majority of their auxiliary lighting 

inventory is national brand products.

Needs of professional customers
Quality 33%

Price 22%

Availability 25%

Needs of DIY customers
Price 49%

Availability 19%

Quality 13%

78%
turn to

INDUSTRY 
PUBLICATIONS 

to get news and information 

on auxiliary lighting trends 

and developments

2015 auxiliary lighting sales

Expected 2016 gross margins

Expected 2016 
auxiliary lighting turns

1-4 71%

5-8 25%

9-10 3%

11-12 1%

2016 auxiliary lighting 
sales expectations

To increase 1-20% 52%

To increase over 20% 5%

To hold steady 40%

To decrease 1-20% 3%

PR
ICE

SH
OP
PE
RS

Philips upgrade headlights deliver 30%, 
60%, or even up to 100% more light 
on the road.  More light at night makes 
driving safer and more enjoyable. 

Give your customer the headlight  
that’s right for the way you they  
drive – from Philips.

To learn more call 1-800-257-6054  
www.philips.com/automotive

Philips Vision, VisionPlus 
and X-tremeVision  
upgrade headlights

more light

Vision

+30% 

more light

VisionPlus

+60% 

more light

X-tremeVision

+100% up  
to

Vision, VisionPlus and X-tremeVision 
upgrade headlights
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always take their tech’s 
recommendation for buying a 
specific brand of shock & strut

RESELLER PRODUCT STUDY

63% of resellers report they make none 

of their brake sales online.

Brakes

65%
Increased

35%
Held Steady

0%
Decreased

54%
To Increase

46%
To Hold Steady

0%
To Decrease

51% report the majority of their brake inventory is 

national brand products.

Needs of professional customers
Price 15%

Quality 46%

Availability 22%

Needs of DIY customers
Price 57%

Availability 17%

Quality 11%

78%
turn to

INDUSTRY 
PUBLICATIONS 

to get news and information 

on brake trends and 

developments.

2015 brake sales

Expected 2016 gross margins

Expected 2016 
brake turns

1-2 31%

3-4 26%

5-6 26%

7-10 12%

2016 brake sales 
expectations

To increase 1-10% 52%

To increase 11-20% 20%

To hold steady 28%

To decrease 0%
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we don’t just           

As the best in brakes, Raybestos® knows that brake shoes are a critical component of 
brake system repairs. Unlike other brake suppliers that may be considering leaving the 
category, Raybestos® continues to be committed to providing a full line of brake shoes at 
the right price. Engineered for proper fit, form and function to match original equipment 
design, Raybestos® brake shoes are specially formulated to provide quiet operation 
and reliable performance. They are copper-free and include attached levers and pins 
where applicable.  

For more information about Raybestos® brake shoes and other quality Raybestos®
brake products, contact your Raybestos® distributor or visit www.relyonraybestos.com.

2016 Brake Parts Inc LLC. All rights reserved. Raybestos and RAYBESTOS, THE BEST IN BRAKES are among the registered trademarks and trademarks of BPI Holdings International, Inc.

with pads and rotors
STOP

we have a
  FULL LINE of 
    Brake Shoes, too
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Manufacturers Representatives

Generate sales leads, maintain market presence, 

conduct market testing, promote existing lines, 

introduce new products and services, or recruit the best.

Contact Keith Havemann 310-857-7634 or email khavemann@advanstar.com

Let Marketplace Advertising

Work For YOU!

MARKETPLACE
For immediate assistance in placing your Marketplace ad, please call Keith Havemann at: 310-857-7634. Send a fax: 310-943-1465 or e-mail: khavemann@advanstar.comFor immediate assistance in placing your Marketplace ad, please call Keith Havemann at: 310-857-7634. Send a fax: 310-943-1465 or e-mail: khavemann@advanstar.com

SOUTH

For more information, call Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 or visit our 

website at www.wrightsmedia.com

Logo Licensing    |    Reprints    |    Eprints    |    Plaques

Leverage branded content from Aftermarket Business (E-Zine) to create a more powerful and 

sophisticated statement about your product, service, or company in your next marketing 

campaign. Contact Wright’s Media to find out more about how we can customize your 

acknowledgements and recognitions to enhance your marketing strategies.

Content Licensing for Every Marketing Strategy

Marketing solutions fit for:

t Outdoor

t  Direct Mail

t  Print Advertising

t  Tradeshow/POP Displays

t Social Media

t Radio & Television

N.A. Williams Company has been providing sales and

marketing solutions for its clients for over 80 years.

115 aftermarket professionals.

2900-A Paces Ferry Rd., S.E., 
Atlanta, GA. 30339

770-433-2282
www.nawilliams.com

The 

GLOBAL 

Resource for 

the Automotive 

Aftermarket

 iPhone
   or iPad.NOW ON

Download FREE from

 the Apple App Store

Get industry-specifi c information 
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